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Session 1: Introductory Session
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Outputs

1. **A CLEAN** targets proposal that reflects region and sector views

2. **A proposal for high-level indicators** which are cross-cutting across a number of targets

3. **Indicators review**

4. **Way forward to develop fact sheets**
We are nominated EXPERTS

NOT a negotiation

BUILD on work to date

Here to FACILITATE our work at IP4

Let’s have FUN!
Technical Working Group- targets, indicators and milestones

Inputs to the Technical Working Group

• Co-chairs’ paper (OEWG3)

• IP3 Outcome document

• Homework exercise
Outputs

1. A **CLEAN** targets proposal that reflects region and sector views

2. A proposal for high-level indicators which are cross-cutting across a number of targets

3. Indicators review

4. Way forward to develop fact sheets
STRATEGIC APPROACH TO INTERNATIONAL CHEMICALS MANAGEMENT

Homework Overview

Objective A / LAC
Objective B / CEE
Objective C / WEOG
Objective D / Africa
Objective E / A-P

IOMC / NGO / Industry - Homework
Introductions

Name
Your work
Sector or region you represent

What’s your biggest hope for what this process can address?